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Defendants in the Battle for Political Legitimacy

I. Courts as Communicative Institutions

Putting ourselves in the shoes of first-time visitors without expert knowledge, we explored the ICC’s website in April 2017. We watched a brief animation explaining the work of the ICC, in which a voiceover spoke of ‘ratifying’, ‘states parties’, ‘retroactive jurisdiction’, and ‘2010 amendments’. Both the ‘news’ and the ‘highlights’ section told us that the ‘International Criminal Court marks Genocide Awareness and Prevention Month: Victims must come first’. Invited by a tweet to view the latest instalment of an ‘in the courtroom’ programme on YouTube, we watched an intro of split screen images of people in robes, accompanied by chase-scene music. This was followed, anti-climactically, by a drowsy male voiceover with a French accent, while the camera panned around the courtroom, showing three blue-robed judges (all white men), sundry black-robed officials, and an African man in a suit staring at a computer screen—we think he may be the defendant. Next we saw a pixelated image representing a protected witness, a radio operator, we were told. The rest of the visuals oscillated between pixelated witnesses and people in robes watching computer screens. Our experience illustrates a common finding of social scientists across different international criminal courts: they are typically not good at telling a compelling story about what they do to a wider audience. They seem committed to being as boring and impenetrable as possible.

Nevertheless, we consider international criminal courts as in essence communicative institutions. As we have argued elsewhere, international trials and punishments can constitute suitable responses to episodes of mass violence through their expressive potential. The meticulous presentation of evidence and witness statement communicates truths about at least some of the events that happened during a conflict, and who is—or is not—responsible. It also expresses condemnation of the acts committed. We emphasize the importance of the trial, not just the punishment, as a form of expressive messaging, insisting on the communicative aspects of the judicial process: it can communicate by example how to conduct a fair trial. This communicative potential goes beyond simply sending messages. Rather, as institutions of transitional justice, courts ideally have the potential to contribute to—or should at least aim to contribute to—the transition of violent or repressive contexts to human-rights respecting polities.

We do not take the expressive function of international criminal justice for granted. Instead, we attempt to disentangle what courts should aim to communicate from what messages they actually communicate, and to what audiences. There are multiple obstacles to realizing the expressivist potential of international criminal proceedings occurring at different steps in the communicative process. Sometimes the problem is the absence of appropriate means of communication. In certain countries, there might be no critical press to speak of, or there is only limited press freedom. Communication with a population living in poverty, with a limited infrastructure, and low literacy rates raises additional challenges.

In this chapter, we focus on the main ‘sending side’ obstacle to courts serving their expressive function: due to the adversarial nature of criminal justice proceedings, the messages coming out of the court are not univocal but multi-vocal and often conflicting. Even if we assume that prosecutors and judges can be interested in, and adept at, communicating factual truths and procedural fairness, theirs are not the only voices emerging from the courtroom. The trial offers a stage not just for messages conducive to confronting and overcoming the past, but also to the alternative readings and messages voiced by the defence. Defendants, especially high-profile defendants like Karadžić, Taylor,
or Milošević are not passive bystanders listening to the charges made against them. Rather, they seize the opportunity offered by the proceedings to send alternative messages. To be sure, this is not true for all cases. Before the Kenya cases, most defendants at the ICC did not challenge the legitimacy of the Court. When they do mount such a challenge, however, defendants often excel at putting their finger on the weak spots not just in the prosecution’s case and rhetoric, but in the international criminal court’s right to operate. We focus on these ‘defiant defendants’.  

In our next section, we will elaborate on why this is so, referring to this structural advantage of defendants in international criminal trials as ‘inequality of arms reversed’: while defence teams in international trials regularly complain that they cannot match the legal resources of the office of the prosecution, we insist that when it comes to communicative resources, defendants have certain typical advantages. Indeed, Martti Koskenniemi has suggested that international criminal trials, faced with high-profile and charismatic defendants, are basically doomed: either they silence the defendant’s political rhetoric and become show trials, or they let him pinpoint the bias and inconsistencies in their institutional set-up, and their legitimacy will equally be imperilled. In our next section, we will consider this ‘inequality of arms reversed’ from the perspective of defendants, from the perspective of prosecutors, and—with zooming out—from the perspective of the political contexts in which international criminal courts and trials operate. We will illustrate how defendants Charles Taylor and Radovan Karadžić have used these advantages.

However, contra Koskenniemi, we do not believe the message-sending potential of international criminal courts to be doomed by reverse inequality. In Parts III, IV, and V we will put forward three arguments for believing that communicative outcomes of international criminal trials are contingent, not predetermined. In Part III, we will suggest that judgments about the legitimacy of such trials are neither binary nor definitive, audiences and their interpretations vary over time and place. In Part IV, we will argue that, despite certain disadvantages, it is a mistake to think that prosecutors are inevitably incapable of making arguments politically and culturally attuned to local, conflict-affected audiences. We will illustrate this point by drawing on the prosecution’s discourse regarding the charge of ‘acts of terror’ in the Taylor case. In Part V, we will turn to the defence, and suggest that the defendant’s own position during a long drawn-out trial rarely remains immutable, the procedure itself may very well have an effect on his attitude. This is exemplified by charting Radovan Karadžić’s demeanour over the course of his trial. In our conclusion, we will contend that prosecutors and judges can, and perhaps should, acknowledge the political dimension of international criminal justice procedures, and confront the politics of the defendant head on. This does not, in a context of procedural fairness, turn international criminal trials into show trials.

II. Equality of Arms Reversed

A. Defiant Defendants

Defence teams often complain that the principle of equality of arms is violated in international criminal courts: the defence team is relatively small, it has a limited budget, it does not have enough time to prepare given the enormity and complexity of the charges. These complaints have merit in many cases when it comes to the legal battle fought out in court. The office of the prosecutor may well have larger resources to draw on. But when it comes to the political battle the defendant engages in, both about the conflict and the legitimacy of the Court itself, it is actually the defence that has a clear advantage. For defiant defendants, the primary audience they seek to address is not necessarily the judges on the bench, but their local constituency. They have a long-standing relationship with that audience, and know how to address it. The prosecution, and sometimes the entire Court, is
fitted into their political story about the conflict, and associated with the defendant’s pre-existing enemies.

Obviously, given that this is primarily what the trial is about, defendants will present a competing reading of the truth of the counts in the indictment, going against the prosecution’s reading of the defendant’s guilt. In doing so, they will often construct an alternative reading of the events that occurred during the conflict, and their role. This alternative reading of who did what to whom during the conflict is not just heard by the judges, but by local audiences as well, either directly through court transmissions, or more often via local media. Indeed, it may be tailored to them. Much more than the prosecution, defendants seize this opportunity to bring the politics of the conflict into the courtroom.

But defendants can go beyond merely presenting an alternative reading of the sources and development of the conflict, they can also aim to depict the Court and—in particular—the prosecution as being part of, and partial in, the conflict that provides the context for allegations of war crimes or crimes against humanity. They not only try to undermine the narrative of the prosecution, but—beyond that—try to delegitimize the prosecution, and even the Court. The most famous defiant defendants, including Hermann Göring, Slobodan Milošević, Vojislav Šešelj, Nuon Chea, and most recently Laurent Gbagbo, were all leading figures on their own country’s political stage for many years before coming to trial. They are skilled at political oratory and know their own constituencies. Moreover, defendants’ courtroom discourses do not come out of nowhere: there are important continuities with their earlier rhetoric as politicians which (p. 682) may give them a certain authority with some constituencies. We will illustrate these points by examining the defence strategies of Charles Taylor before the Special Court for Sierra Leone, and Radovan Karadžić before the Yugoslavia Tribunal, from a communicative, political perspective.

In the Taylor case, his lawyer Courtenay Griffith put Taylor on the stand and examined him as a defence witness in his own case for more than six months, thus giving him a platform to speak in court. Together, they depicted the prosecutor as being partial in the conflict, siding with one of the warring parties, and being of bad moral character. Particularly telling is Griffiths’ reference to the slave trade when describing how Taylor was brought to court in The Hague, ‘he was taken in chains from the shores of Africa to Holland, thousands of miles away. The country of one of the colonizers of the black race for centuries. A historically familiar journey for some’. Additionally, the prosecution is portrayed as trying to delegitimize attempts at African emancipation.

Taylor went a step further: the prosecution, in his representation, was not merely a political opponent, it represented the continuation of the conflict by other means. The US turned against Taylor, the Taylor defence argued, because he stood up for Liberia, defending its economic interests: ‘The United States was not used to Liberian governments before mine telling them yes or no. It was, “Yes, sir. Yes, sir. Yes, sir.” And I guess to a great extent they were stunned. And so the decision [to oust Taylor from power] was taken’. The Taylor prosecution is an instrument of regime change, a continuation of the US’s past attempts to get Taylor out of the way. The largely American prosecutorial team is referred to as ‘political’, and—more colourfully—as an ‘American Goon-Squad’. Moreover, Taylor argues that the prosecution is engaged in racist and demonizing as well as neo-colonial practices. Griffiths puts to Taylor that the prosecution depicts him as a ‘a bloodthirsty, sadistic African’, to which Taylor replies:

This is racist. I can say it. It is as racist as it ever gets. David Crane goes before the US House of Representatives and is saying the best way to get to an African leader is through his pocket. All the murderous regimes of Europe throughout World War II coming on, nobody is eating human beings and burying pregnant women and being
Karadžić argued that the prosecution used Muslim ‘war tricks’ and thus became a ‘participant in the war’ trying ‘to draw this Chamber and this Tribunal into a war that seems to be ongoing in that way’. In an interview Karadžić emphasized that he saw the trial as a continuation of the war, claiming that ‘this trial is my shift on the front lines’. Another way Karadžić tried to delegitimize the prosecution was by claiming that the accusation was in fact accusing the entire Serbian population of Bosnia-Herzegovina. He claimed, up to the very last moments of the trial, that the indictment falsely accused him ‘and Serbs in general’. Of course, this is technically false, the indictment is about Karadžić’s role in the conflict, not about all Serbs or even all Serbs involved in the conflict. But what matters is not so much the truth of the claims, but rather that they are believed. By sketching a picture of the prosecution as an enemy of the Serb people, Karadžić was actively trying to delegitimize the Court in the eyes of the Serbs. The main defendant can, then, present himself as a martyr, facing the Court in order to defend the honour of his people and sacrifice himself to make sure the truth about the case is heard even if this will most likely lead to conviction.

Mostly, it is the prosecution that is identified with the enemy, but occasionally the accusation extends to the Court as such. Karadžić said early on in his case that he was ‘deeply convinced that this court is representing itself falsely as a court of the international community, whereas it is in fact a court of NATO whose aim is to liquidate me’. The Taylor defence remained a little more ambiguous, especially in court. But in an interview, Taylor’s lawyer Courtenay Griffiths did hint that the ‘judges are under considerable pressure to convict. A lot of money has been invested in these proceedings by the United States, the United Kingdom and other western countries’. That Karadžić’s and Taylor’s team had audiences outside of the courtroom in mind manifests itself in their attitude to the press. Karadžić saw this battle outside of the courtroom as one of the central aspects of the trial, as he emphasized on several occasions. He was clearly aware that the antagonistic nature of the trial gave him a podium. In the closing statement, he remarked somewhat sarcastically that ‘it is a shame that this is not a trial by jury because the OTP would fare better. Such courts do not judge the accused. They judge the skills of the parties, whereas the accused sits there like a potted flower just listening. So if this was a trial by jury, Mr. Tieger [the prosecutor] would easily win (p. 684) against me’. Karadžić was far from a potted flower. Besides being a dominant presence in court, he went to great lengths to get access to the media. Tellingly, he titled his motion requesting access to the media equality of arms in contact with the media: this is where, for him, the real fight was fought. The trial, as far as he was concerned, was really not so much about him and his role, but about getting the truth about the conflict out, and thus contributing to a sustainable peace in Bosnia Herzegovina:

[If]irst of all, to determine the truth, the truth about our conflict, to determine the truth as I say, and then to defend myself in the second place. I’m not defending myself in actual fact. What I am defending are the people over there who suffered.

He insisted that ‘if I can have a fair trial and bring out the truth, it will be a step towards reconciliation’, whereas the prosecution’s ‘lies’ and ‘false indictment’ were a threat to peace.

Taylor too, through his charismatic lawyer, Courtenay Griffiths, clearly aimed to address audiences outside of court with his messages about his role in the conflict and the illegitimacy of the prosecution and—at times—the bench. Griffiths knew how to get Taylor’s case into the spotlight. He managed to steal the lime-light from the prosecution on the day of their closing statement by walking out of court, officially because the judges had not
allowed him to deliver his final brief. But the effect was that Griffiths was being held in contempt and the Wiki-leaks cables were the talk of the day, and not the prosecution’s closing statement.

We see then, that defendants set great store by (continued) communication with local audiences outside of the Court, that in doing so they have a clear story to tell about the trial as a continuation of the conflict by other means, and the prosecution and sometimes the entire Court as being in league with the enemy.

B. Prosecutors

Some international criminal prosecutors are more rhetorically gifted than others. But even when they are excellent speakers, their expertise is in legal, courtroom rhetoric. In some countries, prosecutors regularly go on to have political careers, but it is never the other way around: unlike defiant defendants, international criminal prosecutors are never ex-politicians. As a consequence of their legal training and lack of political experience, they tend to think of themselves as being concerned solely with the application of the law: they do not see themselves as political actors. Their primary focus is to get the defendant convicted, not to win the hearts and minds of local audiences. Even a relatively showy prosecutor like the ICC’s Moreno-Ocampo, for example, when asked in an interview about criticisms to the effect that the prosecution should provide more information to journalists, responded: ‘My main objective is to apply the law. I help journalists, but I’m not responsible for communication!’

It is not the case that prosecutors refrain from constructing a political narrative altogether: they clearly tell a story—one that is radically different from the story the defence tells—about the role of the defendant in the conflict. But when it comes to the legitimacy of the trial itself, and the alleged political nature of the trial and the prosecution, the prosecution remains virtually silent. There is great asymmetry, for instance, between the elaborate reflections by Karadžić and Taylor on the nature of the ICTY and SCSL respectively, and the almost complete silence on these issues on the side the prosecution.

C. Political Contexts of Courts

Beyond the political talent, experience, and familiarity of defiant defendants, and the self-limitation by prosecutors in telling a story about their own political position regarding the prior conflict, reverse inequality is in part due to the inevitably political circumstances in which international criminal courts operate, that manifest themselves in three ways.

First of all, there is the fact that the creation of international criminal courts is often a political act. This was certainly true for the Yugoslavia Tribunal, the Rwanda Tribunal, and the Special Court for Sierra Leone. Although the ICC, due to its permanent nature, can perhaps shed some of this political pedigree, the cases where the Court prosecutes after a referral from the Security Council have an undeniable political genesis. Self-referral situations also come with ready-made suspicions of bias in favour of government agents and against government opponents.

Second, the courts invert within political constraints. For the special courts, their jurisdiction is limited and not all prosecutions that might conceivably fall within their jurisdiction may be politically prudent. A prime example here is of course the ICTY’s controversial decision not to open investigations into the NATO bombings in Kosovo. The ICC faces similar jurisdictional and political limits. Beyond the eye-catching threats of withdrawal by several African states, the ICC depends on state cooperation—both from signatories and other states, such as the United States—when it comes to arrests, witnesses, and evidence. It is possible that the re-opened preliminary examination of UK
actions in Iraq, or the Mavi Marmara incident, may yet lead to investigations being opened and trials pursued, but at the time of writing the ICC was still failing to get out of Africa.

Third, there is the budget. The SCSL never had stable funding and was dependent on donations. These came mostly from one particular country, namely the United States. This of course lent credibility to Taylor’s narrative that the US had been out to get him from the very beginning. The SCSL may be an extreme case, but even in the case of the much more multilateral funding for the ICC, political agendas cannot be absent from the Assembly of States Parties’ oversight over the budget.31

As we have shown, defiant defendants have clear advantages over the prosecution in the battle for political legitimacy. They are experienced politicians who know their prospective audiences; while the prosecution and the bench alike consist of professional lawyers who typically have neither the skill nor the intention to focus on making their discourses resonate with populations outside the courtroom. In addition, defendants get to focus and embellish on the political roots, constraints, and biases of legal institutions.

Does it matter whether these obstacles are overcome? Overcoming them is not crucial to delivering a fair trial to the defendant, or to securing conviction of those guilty of the crimes listed in the indictment. So, from a strictly legalistic view of international criminal courts, this kind of inequality of arms is not particularly worrisome. This is not what the trial is about.

But if one believes that courts have an expressivist mission,32 and potentially have a role to play in post-conflict transitions and entrenchment of the rule of law, successful messaging to politically undermine the messages of the prosecution and—ultimately—the (p. 687) judges is very problematic. For courts to play an expressive and potentially transformative role, it matters that they are seen as legitimate by audiences in post-conflict situations. These audiences are unlikely to accept and internalize messages from a discredited institution.

We have shown that, due to their own characteristics, the characteristics of prosecutors, and the character of international criminal courts, defiant defendants have distinct advantages in the battle for political legitimacy. However, we do not conclude that the communicative outcome of international criminal trials is bound to favour the defendant. In the next three parts, we will elaborate and illustrate three counter-arguments: legitimacy is multi-faceted and fluid, not binary; prosecutors can and do sometimes produce discourses that resonate with post-conflict audiences; and defiant defendants may find it hard to keep up their defiance through years of trial.

III. Legitimacy is Multi-Faceted, Contingent, and Fluid

As we have argued so far, the primary threat to the realization of the expressive and symbolic potential of courts stems from the defendants’ capacity to question and create doubt about the legitimacy of the case presented by the prosecution, and the Court in general. Elsewhere we have elaborated on the normative legitimacy of international criminal courts,33 but here we are primarily concerned with unpacking sociological legitimacy. Sociological legitimacy, or acceptance of the authority of courts and their trials and verdicts, we argue, is not binary. International criminal justice has multiple audiences, each of which may be internally divided, and their assessment of legitimacy will vary depending on who and where they are, but also when they are, i.e., over time.

Those who argue that international criminal justice has an inherent legitimacy problem, ripe for political exploitation by defendants, tend to focus on short-term and local legitimacy. Koskenniemi for instance wrote at the beginning of the Milošević trial that: ‘[i]f Milošević succeeds in becoming a representative of one, perhaps disputed but still respectable, view of [Balkan] history he will have attained two victories’, namely to deprive a judgment against him of moral rightness as well as achieve martyrdom for himself.34 As it
happened, Milošević managed to deprive the ICTY from even handing down any verdict, but the point here is that Koskenniemi’s ‘if’ should in fact be read as an open question, the answer to which may vary within and between audiences as well as over time.

The history of international criminal justice is still relatively short, but the Nuremberg experience would suggest that the hindsight reputation of a Tribunal may improve speciously even with the very group that the defendant claims to represent.35 A close reading of the GörING trial especially shows his discursive tactics to be very similar to those of today’s defiant defendants. The normative legitimacy of the Nuremberg Tribunal he disputed was in many ways more problematic than that of the ICTY or the ICC. Yet GörING’s view of history has not become respectable in Germany (although its currency may again be on the rise!), and he is not remembered as a martyr today. Milošević’s legacy and that of the ICTY will not necessarily follow the same path, but they could do so, depending on social, political, and cultural developments in Serbia and its neighbours. While the show trials of Zinoviev and Kamenev are unlikely to ever be revisited and rehabilitated, in Russia or beyond, the long-term acceptance of the ICTY trials in the region is still an open possibility.

In the short term, the question whether ‘inequality of arms reversed’ has an impact on the way local populations think of courts is more easily assessed. Thanks especially to the Human Rights Center at Berkeley, there are numerous surveys and some more in-depth insights into the attitudes of violence-affected populations to transitional justice in general and international criminal justice in particular. Their most consistent finding, however, seems to be that local populations typically have little awareness or knowledge of international criminal trials at all.36 Moreover, these surveys give us relatively little insight into the resonance of specific discourses by defendants and prosecutors in specific cases. Still, there is plenty of anecdotal evidence that in some cases, the defendants are absolute winners with their local constituencies. This has often been the story in the successor states to the former Yugoslavia, but the strongest example perhaps is that of former ICC indictees William Ruto and Uhuru Kenyatta, both charged with crimes related to electoral violence. Despite early popular support for prosecutions,37 these reconciled rivals appear to have won national elections primarily because of their joint opposition to the ICC.38

While it is clear that local legitimacy is heavily contested, and defendants may often have an advantage as well as a stronger interest in winning over this audience than the prosecution, we know next to nothing about legitimacy with non-local audiences. Stepping away from our own professional preoccupations, we may safely assume that most of the world population most of the time does not know or care about the particular discourses of defendants and prosecutors in international criminal justice cases beyond their own polities. They simply have other priorities.

More interesting unknown territory are the views of ‘international justice elites’ who may have a stake in, and influence on, international criminal justice. These include policymakers in justice department, diplomats, officials at intergovernmental organizations, human rights defenders, academics, and practising lawyers. We do not know how well these elites follow individual trials, and what informs their views. They may be the liberal ideologues, with a natural bias against human-rights violating ‘others’, and a blind spot for structural causes of violence, that critical legal scholars sometimes make them out to be,39 or they may have more nuanced or divided views. If there is disenchantment, has it preceded or followed the political disavowal of the ICC in recent years, particularly but not exclusively in Africa? There is simply no empirical baseline of surveys or structured interviews equivalent to the work of Pham, Vinck, and Stover that focuses on these elites. This should be an urgent area of further empirical research for those who take a sociological view of international criminal justice.
IV. Resonant Prosecution Discourses

There is a view in the critical literature on international criminal justice that prosecutors are often either unwilling or unable to appeal to local audiences, and prefer to address these international justice elites instead. Kelsall has devoted a book-length study to the various ways in which the Special Court for Sierra Leone, and its prosecution in particular, failed to understand and appeal to local norms and understandings of violence. Mégret, while recognizing that the outcome of what he calls ‘stigmatization practices’ remains contingent, also assumes the ‘inability of the ICC to speak quite the language of stigma spoken within given societies’. Kendall and Nouwen argue that the Rwanda Tribunal’s legacy work has been ‘primarily oriented toward international criminal law’s sites of production in The Hague and elsewhere, and even more broadly toward global policymakers, who establish and fund international criminal tribunals’.

It is intuitive that prosecutors may be more attuned to the norms and ways of thinking of international justice elites than to those of local audiences, and there is much anecdotal (p. 690) evidence pointing in this direction. If it were the case that international prosecutors always—consciously or unconsciously—aim to appeal to international justice elites, whereas defendants just aim to appeal to their own local support base, the answer to the legitimacy conundrum would be as analytically elegant as normatively troubling. If this were so, ‘equality of arms’ would be the wrong metaphor altogether, because prosecutor and defendant would only appear to be doing battle. In reality, they would be talking past each other, each addressing, beyond the judges sitting before them, an entirely different audience. But like any other stylized local/global opposition, this is too pat, too deterministic.

In order to demonstrate the more open, less predetermined nature and reception of rhetorical struggles between prosecutor and defendant, we will present a case that can serve as a counterexample: the discourses surrounding ‘acts of terrorism’ in the Special Court for Sierra Leone (SCSL)’s case against Charles Taylor, and their reception by local elites in Liberia. We present this as a ‘Sinatra case’: a least-likely case for the local resonance of a prosecutorial discourse, for several reasons. The main financial backer of the SCSL, which largely relied on voluntary contributions, was the United States, and despite the formal hybridity of the Court, the prosecutorial team was almost entirely made up of Americans. As mentioned earlier, it had a well-documented history of failing ‘in crucial ways to adjust to the local culture in which it worked’, and more particularly to recognize the local political ramifications of its prosecutorial strategies. While the SCSL’s outreach in Sierra Leone was better thought-out and more grounded in local civil society than the outreach efforts of the ICTY or the ICC, its outreach in Taylor’s home country Liberia was virtually non-existent. Liberia, moreover, founded by African Americans without consultation of the majority indigenous population, has a more problematic relation with the United States than any other West African nation. Moreover, the first charge against Charles Taylor was the peculiar crime of ‘acts of terrorism’, which could easily be considered as more connected to the US obsession with terrorism than to the interrelated wars of West Africa’s recent past, and would therefore be an unlikely crime to find local resonance.

Nonetheless, the prosecution in the Taylor case did make a concerted effort to ‘vernacularize’ the concept of terror and relate it to local idioms. While the defence engaged in the opposite move of associating terror with terrorists and with antagonism to the United States, we found the prosecution’s framing clearly resonated with local elite respondents. Like the defendants in the three preceding group trials at the SCSL, Charles Taylor was charged with ‘acts of terrorism’, with a reference to the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocols. And as with the defendants in the AFRC and RUF trials, with
whom he was alleged to be acting in a joint criminal enterprise, it was the first count listed against him.

In her summary of the prosecution case, prosecutor Hollis at once transposed the term ‘terrorism’ from the indictment into ‘terror’, and argued that ‘terror may also mean or include extreme fear’. The prosecutor went beyond the case’s temporal and territorial jurisdiction to argue that instilling fear was Taylor’s primary tactic, in the Liberian as in the Sierra Leonean war. She also cross-examined Taylor himself at some length on the meaning of terror, and got him to agree that ‘terror is fear’ and that to ‘instill fear, that’s an act of terror’. The allegation of the use of terror, intended to create or instil fear, was then associated in the prosecution’s speeches with a phrase from the RUF rebels’ own vocabulary, ‘making fearful’, which could apply to people, areas, or the campaign itself. A few themes related to ‘making fearful’ were evoked by the prosecutors. The first was the AFRC/RUF attack on Freetown of January 1999 that, according to various prosecution witnesses, Taylor ordered should be made ‘more fearful than any other’, either to save ammunition or to assure victory, particularly by burning down houses and killing civilians. The second theme was that of the RUF’s practice of amputations, the ‘trademark atrocity of Sierra Leone’, and of carving its initials into people’s skin with a knife. The third referred to the RUF practices of displaying human body parts at crossroads and checkpoints. The fourth was a single, particularly gruesome incident used by the prosecution to symbolize the ‘terrorism’ or fearfulness of the RUF, and hence also of Charles Taylor: it concerns the testimony of a woman who heard the cries of children being killed, was forced to carry a bag filled with human heads, discovered her own children’s heads among them as she was made to empty the bag, and was forced to laugh about the discovery. Thus, the prosecution made a skilful effort to ‘vernacularize’ the charge of terrorism, by attaching it to the phrase ‘making fearful’, which it demonstrated was widely used by the RUF, and using Charles Taylor’s cross-examination to strengthen the credibility of this connection.

Indeed, Liberian opinion-leaders, asked about their perceptions of the Charles Taylor trial, nearly all had a strong, sometimes visceral reaction to the question: ‘What does the word “terror” mean to you?’ A youth leader said it meant ‘[e]xtreme wickedness, lack of fear of God. Terror, terrorism, it comes from Al-Qaeda, we didn’t know it was also in Africa. It gives me the jitters, it makes me reflect on the past’. A young NGO worker paused before saying ‘[i]t means a lot. To clearly define what it is, what it does, I cannot say because there is so much trauma. I can say it is the worst side of human beings’. According to a student leader and strong critic both of Charles Taylor and of the United States, it meant ‘destruction of lives, killing indiscriminately, civilians in the community, defenceless, harmless people. It is not having the right to freely express yourself, having your civil liberties trampled upon’. A women’s rights activist said ‘terror is so frightening, so intimidating, without sensitivity, cold’. In answering the question whether Charles Taylor was a terrorist, respondents were clearly aware of the post 9/11 global context of such a designation, but disagreed about whether it was appropriate to apply it to Charles Taylor. The women’s rights activist cited above said that ‘terrorist is a different thing [from terror]. It is a phrase that we have heard since 9/11 ... I wouldn’t call Taylor a terrorist, not in the same context as Zarkawi’. Similarly, the student leader said ‘[s]o he wreaked terror, but again, the word has so many different meanings. Post 9/11 it has a different connotation. For the Americans the (p. 693) definition is anyone with an explosives jacket’. According to a human rights worker too, ‘what it means is someone out of touch with the US’. On the other hand, another NGO worker held that ‘because the definition of terror was not in the public language, [Taylor] has not been seen as a terrorist, but from the perspective of where we are now, of course he is a terrorist’. And a development worker believed that ‘terrorists are people who go into

From: Oxford Public International Law (http://opil.ouplaw.com). (c) Oxford University Press, 2021. All Rights Reserved.
Subscriber: Universiteit Leiden - LUMC; date: 12 October 2021
another country, disturb peaceful citizens, destabilize’, a guarded but clear enough reference to Taylor.

We do not try to argue here that the prosecution and conviction of Charles Taylor was broadly construed as legitimate in Liberia. Instead, we make a smaller and more precise claim that has a direct bearing on the ‘inequality of arms reversed’ problem: even in the most unlikely circumstances, prosecutorial teams can be interested in, and indeed capable of, making locally resonant arguments. Even a defendant with vastly superior local knowledge, considerable rhetorical skills, and extensive leeway to tell his story in court, such as Charles Taylor, cannot be assumed to have an automatic competitive advantage in resonating with the local audience he may be seeking to address.

V. Defendant Tamed by the Process

In this part we want to explore another mechanism that may affect the impact of ‘inequality of arms reversed’ on the expressive potential of international criminal courts. The defiant defendant, while initially coming into the courtroom with the single-minded aim of exposing the illegitimacy of the proceedings, may over the long months and (usually) years of trial sessions get drawn into the procedural games he set out to reject, and be tamed by them. We will illustrate this point by looking closely at the shifting attitude of the self-representing defendant Radovan Karadžić during his trial.

As we have noted above, Karadžić early in his trial seemed to follow a similar strategy to Milošević, Šešelj, and later Mladić: full-blown defiance in the face of the Court. In the pre-trial proceedings, he attacked the Court head on:

I’m deeply convinced that this Court is representing itself falsely as a court of the international community, whereas it is in fact a court of NATO whose aim is to liquidate me. It is, therefore very hard for me to express my standpoint on anything before this is cleared up. I have stopped using a false name so I think all parties should do the same.  

(p. 694) And:

I will defend myself before this institution as I would defend myself before any natural catastrophe, to which I also deny the right to attack me.

Additionally, Karadžić asked to have one of the judges removed because of a worry about partiality. Yet already in his opening statement, we find a different defendant. Although Karadžić continued to challenge the jurisdiction of the Court over his case, based on the alleged deal with Richard Holbrooke that granted him immunity, he no longer pointed his arrows at the judges and the Court in general. It was—as we pointed out earlier—the prosecution that received Karadžić’s scorn, and the prosecution that was being accused of betraying the ideals of international justice. Indeed, Karadžić moved on to that it ‘is with great enthusiasm that I [Karadžić] am preparing for these proceedings’, and that he has been ‘acting in good faith in order to create a process, a trial, that is going to be important to us, the people back there, and also for international justice and international law’.

In the closing statement, finally, Karadžić and his lawyer Robinson behaved very ‘professionally’—i.e., they focused almost exclusively on the terms of the indictment. It is only at the very end that Karadžić took a few stabs at the prosecution—repeating his complaints that they tried to incriminate ‘me and Serbs in general’. It was the prosecution that through its unfair treatment risked undermining the point of international criminal justice. He affirmed the importance of having accountability through international
criminal justice, and at no moment attacked either the legitimacy or the legality of the Court itself:

I am in favour of international justice. There must be courts that would make sure that a criminal who gets into power does not kill people, but it would be a huge failure of that international justice if wrong decisions were made by a court like that.74

We do not, of course, know why Karadžić opted not to obstruct the Courts’ proceedings during the entire trial. Perhaps it is because continued non-cooperation with the Court, even if appreciated by his target audience, would effectively deprive him of the opportunity to tell his story about the conflict and the case. Or perhaps Karadžić could not resist showing off his rapidly achieved legal prowess. Whatever the reason, this formal cooperation inevitably sent a message. A defendant taking the stand as a witness, or engaging with the evidence offered by the prosecution, as spokesperson of his own defence team, grants an air of legitimacy to the proceedings and constrains the extent to which he can undermine the proceedings as such.

Given the length and nature of the proceedings, they may ‘tame’—or at least constrain—the defendant to some extent. At the same time, in our other exemplary case, Charles Taylor remained antagonistic towards the Court and the prosecution until the very end. Both Taylor and his team backed off from attacking the judges’ partiality head on in court, but then Griffiths did cast aspersions on the impartiality of the bench in the media. While we should not generalize too much from just two cases, it is remarkable that it is the self-representing Karadžić who is to some extent transformed through the trial, while Taylor, supported by his flamboyant QC, remained defiant from beginning to end.

VI. Conclusion

To conclude, we think that high-profile defendants do have the upper hand in the battle for local legitimacy, and that this poses a considerable threat for the expressivist enterprise. If the defiant defendant succeeds in undermining the perceived legitimacy of the international criminal justice institution in the eyes of key local audiences, the Court’s messages—about what happened during the conflict, who is guilty, and how to respond to violence through impartial procedures—will not be heard or internalized.

Yet we have also tried to show that there are reasons not to be deterministic about this outcome. Insofar as audiences for international criminal trials have been researched, the focus has been too exclusively on the short-term responses of directly affected communities, not on longue durée interpretations or broader audiences. We have also shown that prosecutors can connect to local populations even if faced with a high-profile defendant with plenty of ammunition to shed doubt on the legitimacy of the Court. Finally, we have suggested that by having to interact in a courtroom situation on a daily basis for an extensive period of time, some defiant defendants (such as Karadžić) come to implicitly or even explicitly affirm the legitimacy of the Court. These mechanisms may balance out inequality of arms reversed without requiring the prosecutor or the judges to engage directly with the political challenges raised by the defence.

In addition, we would suggest that, rather than continuing to claim that international criminal prosecutions have nothing to do with politics, prosecutors and to some extent even judges should play a more active role in countering the political and delegitimizing messages of the defendants. An expressivist understanding of the function of international criminal justice would have them explain that the trial does have a political purpose, to teach the rule of law by example, but that this purpose can only be achieved through
procedural fairness and acceptance of the possibility of acquittal. Such an understanding of politics in the courtroom need not turn international criminal trials into show trials.

The exact direction and limits of a more political conception of international criminal justice, the tensions and prioritization between procedural and expressivist demands, and the proper distinctions between prosecutorial and judicial responsibilities all require more work in legal theory and philosophy. Nonetheless, some steps are unproblematic. While high-profile defendants do an excellent job of pointing out structural biases in international criminal justice, they also cross the line into innuendo and falsehood. Prosecutors and judges often remain passive in light of such challenges. They can do much more to counter such misinformation, without turning their case into a political trial. They could defend the purposes of trial as they see them, and make their case to publics outside the courtroom, using the Court as a stage to address these audiences but also by following the lead of the defiant defendant by engaging actively with the media. Judges and prosecutors should articulate and communicate a vision about what they wish their trial to express. This could change the way international courts are perceived and understood by different present and future audiences. But it requires them to get out of their comfort zones, recognizing, reflecting on, and embracing the extra-judicial dimension of international criminal trials.
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